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’ INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in detecting biological materials in a
multiplexed fashion, which are demonstrated to be essential to
the diagnosis and treatment of a range of diseases and the iden-
tification of infectious agents.1�4 Among various techniques for
multiplexed sensing, nanoscale devices utilizing nanowires (NWs)
as active channels are of particular interest due to the high sensi-
tivity and biocompatibility.5 In the past few years, these devices
have been employed in the detection of not only individual bio-
molecules but also a combination of multiple targets.6�8 To con-
struct sensor arrays for multiplexed biosensing, we must selec-
tively functionalize the NWs with different capturing probes
against their designated analytes.

Efforts have been made to achieve the selective functionaliza-
tion of NW-based devices, by using microfluidic chips, micro-
spotting techniques7 and electroactive monolayers.9,10 Among
these approaches, the use of electroactive monolayers possesses a
number of unique advantages including low cost and simplicity of
instrumentation. In this method, the key step is to design a
bifunctional molecule, which bears a NW-anchoring group on
one end and an electroactivemoiety on the other. Amonolayer of
this molecule is assembled on NWs to create a controllable inter-
face between devices and capture probes. After being covalently
linked to theNWs, themolecule can be activated from the chemically

inert “OFF” state to its “ON” state by applying an external voltage
to device electrodes. In the “ON” state the electroactive moiety
reacts with the desired capture probe to covalently anchor it to
the NW surface. This method holds great potential in fabricating
high-density sensor arrays for multiplexed biosensing because it
is only limited by the ability to electronically address the indi-
vidual sensors.10 By controlling the potential applied to each sensor,
selected devices within an array can be functionalized with a
desired biomolecule, without contaminating the other devices
within the array.

Derivatives of 1,4-hydroquinone (HQ) have been employed
in electrochemically activated surface functionalization of gold,
by Mrksich and co-workers.11 Since that initial report, this family
of molecules has been used in selective functionalization of
various surfaces including In2O3 NWs and Si NWs.9�13 The
oxidized form, 1,4-benzoquinone (BQ, the “ON” state) readily
reacts with a variety of functional groups such as thiols, primary
amines and azides, while HQ (the “OFF” state) is inactive toward
these functional groups. Thus, one can choose a particular device
in an array for surface coating by electrochemically activating it
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for probe binding, while leaving the other devices in the array
inert. The conversion from HQ derivatives to BQ takes place at
relatively low potentials (ca. 200 mV vs Ag/AgCl) and can be
done in physiological solutions such as phosphate buffered saline
(PBS). Another advantage of HQ derivatives is their compat-
ibility with biomolecules. However, a major drawback of these
molecules is that the HQmoiety can be gradually oxidized to BQ
under aerobic conditions (Scheme 1).14 As a result, during the
functionalization of a large number of devices, HQwill be uninten-
tionally converted to BQ (the “ON” state) over time without
applying any external voltage, eliminating the selectivity of this
method. Therefore, in order to fabricate high-density sensor arrays
for multiplexed biosensing, it is desirable to design an electrically
activated bioconjugate group that possess the advantages of HQ
derivatives, and are stable under aerobic conditions.

Here we report that p-dimethoxybenzene derivatives can serve
as reliable, air-stable, electroactive surface modifiers in selec-
tive functionalization of nanostructured surfaces. In2O3 NWs
were chosen in this work because of its simple and well-studied
surface derivatization methods. Also, In2O3 NWs are recognized
as good candidates in biosensing,15,16 because the surface of In2O3

NWsdoes not possess an insulating, native oxide layer (e.g., SiO2 on
Si nanowires) that may decrease the nanowire sensitivity.17 A
p-dimethoxybenzene derivative, 4-(2,5-dimethoxyphenyl)butyl-
phosphonic acid (DMP-PA), was synthesized and preliminary
studies were carried out on indium�tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass
in order to understand the electrochemical behavior of this mole-
cule. Next, a monolayer of this molecule was formed on an In2O3

NWmat and a thiol-terminated DNA oligonucleotide was selec-
tively coupled to the region where the p-dimethoxybenzenemoiety
was oxidized. We also compared DMP-PA to its HQ analog, the
conventional “OFF” state used in previous reports. The results
show that the former can largely enhance the selectivity during
the functionalization of both ITO and In2O3 NWs.

’EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials and Instruments. 4-(2,5-Dimethoxyphenyl)butyl-
phosphonic acid (DMP-PA) was synthesized according to a reported pro-
cedure.9 Phosphate buffered saline (PBS), dodecanethiol, and 3-mercap-
topropanol was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tris (2-carboxyethyl)
phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP) was purchased from Strem Chemi-
cals. Both the probe and the target DNAoligonucleotide were purchased
from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. The electrochemistry was per-
formed with potentiostat/galvanostat model 263A (Princeton Applied
Research). The fluorescence images were captured using a Nikon Eclipse
LV-100D-U fluorescence microscope.

In2O3 Nanowire Growth and Electrode Deposition. In2O3

nanowires were synthesized via laser ablation on Si/SiO2 substrates.
18

Metal electrodeswere fabricated on as-grown nanowire samples by photo-
lithography, followed by Ti (5 nm)/Au (40 nm)/Ni (5 nm) deposition.
After lift-off, the chip was carefully cleaned before further modification.
Formation of Monolayer Coatings on ITO-Coated Glass

Slides and In2O3 NanowireMats. ITO slides were boiled for 5 min
each in trichloroethylene, acetone, and finally, ethanol. The slides were
then placed in an ozone/UV chamber for 10 min. The NW mats were
cleaned by the same procedure as ITO, but placed in the ozone/UV
chamber for 2 min. The precleaned ITO slides or NWmats were soaked
into a solution of DMP-PA in ethanol (1 mM) for 16 h, and then washed
extensively with ethanol and dried under nitrogen. The ITO slides or
NWmats were then annealed at 120 �C in nitrogen atmosphere for 12 h.
For NW mats, a further step was taken to passivate the gold electrodes.
The sample was soaked in a 1 mM solution of dodecanethiol in hexane
overnight.
Electrochemistry. Electrochemistry of theDMP-PAmonolayer on

both ITO and In2O3 NWs were performed in an electrochemical cell
filled with PBS buffer (pH 7.4), with Pt wire as the counter electrode and
Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode. All electrochemical procedures were
carried out in the air. The determination of the BQ-PAmonolayer cover-
age was carried out by chronocoulometry.
Preliminary Experiments on ITO Slides. For the thiol addition

experiment, the DMP-PAmonolayer on ITO was first converted to BQ-
PA. Then the sample was continuously scanned by CV in a solution of
3-mercaptopropanol (60 μM) in PBS. For the stability test experiment, a
DMP-PA-ITO sample was incubated in 3-mercaptopropanol solution
for 30 min and then washed extensively by PBS buffer. The sample was
then oxidized to BQ-PA before CV measurements. Another DMP-PA-
ITO sample was first converted to HQ-PA and then treated with
3-mercaptopropanol solution in the same manner.
Selective Functionalization of In2O3 NWs. The probe DNA

oligonucleotide used for NWmats functionalization was a 20-base DNA
with the sequence of [50-XGCT TTG AGG TGC GTG TTT GT-30],
where X was a 50 thiol modifier C6. To reduce the thiol modifier, we first
incubated the probe DNA (7 nmol) with TCEP (10.5 nmol) in PBS
buffer at room temperature for 2 h. The excess TCEP was then removed
by passing the mixture through a desalting column. The electrochemi-
cally treated NWmats were immediately immersed into a solution of the
probe DNA (∼15 μM in PBS) and stored in a humidity chamber for 2 h.
The devices were then carefully rinsed with PBS to remove any unbound
DNA. For the DNA hybridization, the NW mats were exposed to a
solution of the target DNA (50-RhoR-XN/ACA AAC ACG CAC CTC
AAA GC-30) for 20 min, followed by extensive washing with PBS. The
NWmats were then examined under a fluorescence microscope and the
images were captured using NIS-elements software.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In aqueous solutions, the p-dimethoxybenzene moiety can be
electrochemically oxidized to produces BQ19 (Scheme 1), which
serves as the “ON” state, reacting to form covalent linkages with
molecules containing a range of functional groups. In order to
incorporate this group onto In2O3 NWs, we synthesized DMP-
PA, a p-dimethoxybenzene derivative with phosphonic acid
terminus, which covalently binds to metal oxides and metal
oxide-based NWs.6 The phosphonic acid group is also known to
bind to the common transparent conducting oxide indium�tin
oxide (ITO), which has a surface composition very similar to that
of In2O3 NWs.20 Therefore, preliminary studies were carried out
on ITO-coated glass slides in order to understand the electro-
chemical behavior of the molecule. Freshly cleaned ITOs were
submerged into a 1 mM ethanol solution of DMP-PA for 16 h to

Scheme 1
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form a self-assembled monolayer of DMP-PA. They were then
baked at 120 �C for 12 h in a nitrogen atmosphere to promote the
binding of the monolayer to the substrate. The resultant mono-
layer binds to ITO surface predominantly via bidentate/tridentate
binding that involves P�O�In bonds.20 In our cyclic volta-
mmetry (CV) studies of the DMP-PA derivatized ITO samples
(Figure 1a), we observed that the DMP-PA molecule was
irreversibly oxidized to BQ-PA at 950 mV, and the BQ-PA was
then reversibly converted to HQ-PA in the following scans, with
the oxidation and reductionpotentials centered at +220 and�80mV,
respectively. The corresponding reaction pathway of DMP-
PA is shown in Figure 1b. The mechanism of reaction i in
Figure 1b is still under investigation. Judging from the CV traces,
the peak area at +950mV ismuch larger than the one for HQ/BQ
conversion, which is known to be a two-electron process. This
suggests that the oxidation of pa-dimethoxybenzene group does
not follow the two-electron mechanism proposed for the oxida-
tion of HQ diesters, a group of molecules with similar struc-
tures.21 The surface coverage of BQ-PA/HQ-PA monolayer on
ITO was determined by chronocoulometry (Figure 1a, inset).
TheDMP-PA coating on an ITOwith a fixed area (0.64 cm2) was
first converted to HQ-PA by applying an oxidizing potential of
950 mV and subsequent reduction at �80 mV. The HQ-PA
monolayer was then held at �300 mV for 5 s and raised to
500mVandheld for 10 s to ensure the complete oxidation toBQ-PA.
A charge of 30 μC was consumed for the oxidation process and
the calculated molecular coverage was 69 Å2/molecule or 2.4 �
10�10 mol/cm2, which is approximately half of the coverage of a
monolayer directly assembled fromHQ-PAmolecules.9 The rela-
tive low surface coverage of BQ-PA/HQ-PA can be attributed to
the low yield of anodic oxidation of p-dimethoxybenzene group.19

In selective surface functionalization, the “OFF” state should
be completely inert toward the functional groups present in
biomolecules, which will be used to attach the target biomolecule
to the surface. Before we were able to perform selective functio-
nalization using DMP-PA, we first compared it to HQ-PA, the
previously used “OFF” state, and studied their stabilities when
they are exposed to thiols in air. Thiol is a common group present
in antibodies and is readily incorporated into oligonucleotides.
Nucleophiles such as thiols and amines react with BQ derivatives

by Michael addition, and the addition typically causes a negative
shift of the redox potential due to the electron-donating effect.22�24

The effect of thiol addition to BQ-PA monolayer is shown by the
CV traces in Figure 2a. A DMP-PA derivatized ITO sample was
first electrochemically oxidized, and the resulting BQ-PA mono-
layer was continuously scanned by CV in presence of 10 μM
3-mercaptopropanol (in PBS, pH 7.4). During 10 scans, the
redox potential of the monolayer gradually shifted in the negative
direction, which corresponds to the addition of 3-mercaptopro-
panol to the BQ headgroup. Based on this result, we can use the
negative shift in redox potential as an indicator of thiol addition.
To study the stability of DMP-PAwhen exposed to thiols electro-
chemically, we submerged a DMP-PA derivatized ITO sample to
3-mercaptopropanol solution for 30 min and then washed exten-
sively with PBS to remove any unbound thiols. The sample was
then subject to an oxidative potential at 950 mV, followed by CV
scans (Figure 2b). The CV trace of this sample (red) showed
good alignment with the black trace collected from a pure BQ-PA
monolayer on ITO. This indicates that DMP-PA is stable under
aerobic conditions and is unreactive toward thiols. In parallel, a
HQ-PA-ITO sample was also treated with 3-mercaptopropanol
in the samemanner and examined byCV (blue trace in Figure 2b).
It is clear that the redox potential of this monolayer showed a
negative shift compared to the pure BQ-PA monolayer. As pre-
viously mentioned, the HQ group is prone to aerobic oxidation
to BQ under aerobic conditions. We attribute the potential shift
to the fact that some HQ-PA molecules were oxidized to BQ-PA
during the thiol-incubation and reacted with the thiol. From this
experiment, we can conclude that DMP-PA has better stability
compared to HQ-PA and can be used as a reliable “OFF” state in
selective functionalization methods.

Figure 1. (a) CV characterization of a DMP-PA derivatized ITO
sample. Inset: Chronocoulometry trace showing the amount of charge
necessary to oxidize a predefined area of HQ-PA to BQ-PA. (b) Corre-
sponding reaction pathway of the electrochemical process shown in a.

Figure 2. (a) First 10 CV scans of a BQ-PA monolayer in presence of
10 μM 3-mercaptopropanol (in PBS, pH 7.4). The peak current decreases
during the scans. Inset: The region of the reduction peak. The arrow
indicates the shift in the peak current during the 10 scans. (b) CV
characterization of ITO samples with BQ-PA monolayer (black), DMP-
PA monolayer after exposed to thiols (red) and HQ-PAmonolayer after
exposed to thiols (blue). The DMP-PAmonolayer was first subject to an
oxidative potential at 950 mV before CV measurement.
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After we demonstrated the good stability of DMP-PA on ITO
electrodes, we performed selective functionalization of In2O3

NW mats with thiolated-DNA. Single-crystalline In2O3 NWs
(average diameter of 20 nm and length of 5�10 μm)were grown
on a Si/SiO2 substrate with a SiO2 layer of 500 nm using a laser
ablation technique. The detailed synthesis method and the
characterization of these NWs can be found elsewhere.18,25Metal
electrodes (Ti/Au/Ni, 5 nm/40 nm/5 nm) were patterned on
as-grown NW mats by photolithography and metal deposition.
Figure 3a shows an optical image of four groups of electrodes
deposited on In2O3 NWmats. SEM images of NWmat and elec-
trodes are shown in Figure 3b,c. The mat sample was submerged
in 1 mM solution of DMP-PA overnight and baked at 120 �C for
12 h in a nitrogen atmosphere. The size and length of NWs did
not show notable changes after DMP-PA coating, according to
the SEM images of NWs shown in Figure 3g,h. The chip was then
soaked in an ethanol solution of dodecane-1-thiol overnight to
passivate the metal electrodes. An oxidizing potential of 950 mV

was applied to the first group of electrodes, 1, converting the NW
surface coating of DMP-PA to BQ-PA. The second group, 2, was
subjected to an oxidizing potential of 950 mV, followed by a
reducing potential of �80 mV, converting the DMP-PA coating
to a HQ-PA coating. The third group, 3, has the original DMP-
PA coating. The entire chip was then soaked in a solution of a
thiol-terminated probe DNA for 2 h. The BQ-PA coating on 1 is
expected to bind the thiol-DNA efficiently, while 2 and 3 are not
expected to bind the DNA. After extensive rinsing with PBS
buffer, the chip was treated with a solution of cDNA labeled with
a fluorescence dye, and again washed with PBS buffer. The three
groups of electrodes were examined by fluorescence microscopy
and are shown in Figure 3d�f, showing 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
In these figures the gold electrodes appear as dark stripes and any
bound fluorescently labeled DNA appears as a bright network.
As expected, the NWs in 1 show intense fluorescence, indicating
that the BQ-PA surface did bind the thiol-DNA and then the
labeled compliment. In contrast, 3, which went through the same
DNA treatment, did not show any fluorescence, as seen in
Figure 3f, and thus is inert under these conditions. The NWs
in 2, however, show some fluorescence after the DNA treatment,
albeit at a brightness lower than that seen for 1, but nonetheless
there was binding of the thiol-DNA to theHQ-PA surface. This is
in agreement with the results shown in Figure 2b, indicating
that HQ-PA reacts with thiols because of the aerobic oxidation of
HQ moiety.

’CONCLUSIONS

In this work we demonstrate that a p-dimethoxybenzene
derivative, DMP-PA, can serve as an air-stable, reliable, electro-
active surface modifier in selective functionalization of In2O3

NWs. By tailoring the molecular structure, the p-dimethoxyben-
zene group shows improved stability under aerobic conditions
and significantly enhanced selectivity in surface functionalization
compared to the conventional HQmoiety. The approach descri-
bed herein allows for the functionalization of a single In2O3 NW
device within an array with a desired capture probe, without
contamination of the other devices/sensors in the array. While
thiswork is focused on In2O3NW-based devices, the same approach
can be used for selective, electrochemically driven functionaliza-
tion of devices within an array for nearly any semiconductor
NW-based device. This can be considered a key step for the future
fabrication of high-density biosensor arrays for multiplexed
biosensing.
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